The lipid world Whatever a protocell might be, any system of reproducing organic polymers would need to be confined in order to avoid dispersion by diffusion. An obvious candidate for this is budding liposomes, demonstrated by Luigi Luisi. Liposomes alone are unlikely to be the sole basis of life. Life, as Tibor Gánti argued in 1971, seems to require a container, a reproducing molecule or molecules, and also a metabolism bringing food and energy.
The autocatalytic worldview I am a guilty party here. In 1971, doubting that life needed so special a basis as DNA or RNA template replication, I wondered about a single molecule that catalyzes its own formation from precursors or, more generally, a set of such molecules that formed a reaction network of-say-peptides and reactions among the peptides, in which the peptides were candidates to catalyze the very same reactions in the reaction network. These might form a collectively autocatalytic set (CAS) in which no peptide (or RNA) catalyzed its own formation, but each catalyzed the formation of another peptide in the set. The CAS as a whole would catalyze its formation from precursors. Experimentally, DNA, peptide, and RNA CASs have been achieved. Peptide CASs demonstrate that molecular reproduction does not require polynucleotide nucleotide-by-nucleotide reproduction, the cornerstone of the RNA worldview. Recently, a library of halved ribozymes spontaneously formed a single autocatalytic ribozyme, then two-, three-, five-, and seven-membered CASs formed and kinetically outcompeted the single autocatalyst (doi: 10.1038/nature11549 Theory also gives grounds for hope. As was just noted, my own early theorems and better theorems by Steel and Hordijk (e.g., doi:10.1007/s10441-012-9165-1) have shown that in chemical reaction networks with a sufficient diversity of molecules and reactions and with a plausible probability distribution specifying which molecules catalyze which reaction, CASs form spontaneously. Moreover, Roberto Serra has shown that if such a reproducing set is in a dividing container, the set and container may spontaneously synchronize their divisions. We can dream of a CAS in budding liposomes forming protocells. Recent theoretical work shows that such systems can undergo some degree of open-ended evolution, in the sense that they form new collections of polymers. But this view of open-ended evolution is too limited. We need Kantian wholes and functional task closure.
Immanuel Kant argued in his Critique of Judgment that in an organized being (such as a living organism), the parts exist for and by means of the whole, and the whole exists for and by means of the parts. We may call this a Kantian whole. Now, a critical point: If the 10 80 particles in the universe were all making proteins with a length of 200 amino acids, each particle taking one Planck time unit (about 10 -44 second) to complete a protein, it would still take 10 119 repetitions of the history of the universe to make all possible proteins of that length just once. So, above the level of atoms-for proteins, cells, organs, organisms-the universe will never make all the possibilities. It is therefore on a unique, nonergodic trajectory.
Viewpoint
The point? Getting to exist at all, above the level of atoms and in the nonergodic universe, is a big deal. One way to exist, however, is to be a reproducing Kantian whole. A CAS is one simple example of such a Kantian whole. Calling catalyzing a reaction a catalytic task, the CAS achieves a collective task closure. All the reactions needing catalysis are catalyzed by members of the CAS. Physics has only happenings, but once we have a Kantian whole, the function of a part is its causal consequence that abets the formation of the whole. Functions are subsets of the causal consequences of the parts; other causal consequences are side effects. Now put the CAS in a budding liposome and let the liposome evolve to bind a tiny rock, so the liposome becomes a sessile feeder rather than floating free. Note that it may be selectively advantageous for the sessile feeder, which may experience a greater exposure to passing food molecules than would a free-floating protocell. A new function, sessile feeding, has come to exist in the evolving early biosphere. The new function is beyond merely evolving new polymers in the CAS.
But we surely want more of our protocell: The CAS above might use merely exergonic reactions (ones that are thermodynamically favored). Real cells link exergonic and endergonic reactions: They gather energy, complete work cycles, and have complex dynamics with alternative attractors. Yet, once a protocell exists, sensing food or poison is of selective advantage, and biosemiotics and doing emerge: The cell "sees" its world through, for example, specific receptors sensing the molecular environment and responds.
Maintaining task closure would be hard until something like modern DNA, RNA, and encoded protein life arose. At that point, a system can maintain Kantian whole-reproducing functional closure yet evolve widely in protein space, seeking new functionalities and closures.
With Woese, but perhaps beyond him, I want to say that life's evolution is a succession of often unprestatable "becomings" of ever new functions that, by existing, constitute enabling constraints that afford ever novel, often unprestatable opportunities for further evolution. The enabling constraints do not cause, but enable the evolution of the further functionalities, because this evolution is often due to acausal quantum mutations and selection. The new functionalities, again, often both are unprestatable and constitute new enabling constraints, creating more new opportunities for further possible evolution. Life's evolution, I say with Woese, is a process of becoming of functional closure.
I claim that because functional closure is the essential, often unprestatable, ever-changing character of evolving life, no laws entail the evolution of the biosphere. You see, we cannot prestate the emergence of new functions, such as those of Darwinian preadaptations. For example, the lungs of lung fish evolved into swim bladders in which the ratio of air to water changes to achieve neutral buoyancy for the fish in the water column. A new, unprestatable function came into existence, neutral buoyancy, and altered the functional closures that constitute the phase space of the evolving biosphere. But because we cannot prestate this ever-changing phase space, we can write no laws of motion for this evolutionary process, nor can we integrate the missing laws. Evolution is, therefore, unentailed (http://dl.acm.org/ citation.cfm?doid=2330784.2330946) . We surpass Newton, Einstein, and even Schrödinger, with their entailing laws of physics. We are beyond reductionism.
Moreover, the swim bladder, once it exists, as was discussed above, is an enabling constraint that changes the future adjacent possible evolution of the biosphere. A worm might evolve to live in the swim bladder. Selection presumably did "act" to craft a working swim bladder from the lungs of lung fish, but it did not "act" to create the swim bladder as a possible niche for a worm. So without selection achieving it, evolution creates its own future possibilities-or opportunities-of becoming! Here, we are beyond Darwin, too.
Finally, a very strange point: The economy is also a CAS. What kind of "law" is this theory of the spontaneous phase transition emergence of CASs that it may apply to the origin of molecular life and the economy? Critically, this "law" is independent of the specific materials involved. It cares only about objects, transformations among objects, and objects "helping" those transformations. This, then, demonstrates, as a theorem, that CASs, including the economy, are expected to arise. But because this theory is independent of any specific matter or transformation and, therefore, of any specific material efficient causes, it seems to be a new kind of law, beyond physical efficient cause-entailing laws. Call these formal cause laws; they allow us to learn about the world, beyond materialism itself. I end noting that the template replication theory of the origin of life does depend on the specific molecules and physical efficient causes. The CAS theory is beyond any specific material efficient cause basis and, therefore, beyond reductive materialism. 
